Argentina - Switzerland 1:0 AET

Actual Formation

Total time played 130'01"
61% - 43'58"
39% - 28'28"

Direction of play --> <-- Direction of play

FIFA does not vouch for the accuracy of technical statistics compiled in association with its competition results system partner.

Did not play the entire match ☐ Substitution ☐ Sent off ☐

Actual formation: average player positions

Argentina - Switzerland 1:0 AET
Round of 16

# 55 01 JUL 2014 13:00 Sao Paulo / Arena De Sao Paulo / BRA

74' In 18 PALACIO / Out 22 LAVEZZI
105+1' In 23 BASANTA / Out 16 ROJO
106' In 6 BIGLIA / Out 5 GAGO

66' In 16 FERNANDES / Out 10 XHAKA
82' In 9 SEFEROVIC / Out 19 DRMIC
113' In 15 DZEMAILI / Out 18 MEHMEDI

---

Direction of play --> <-- Direction of play

Ball possession

Total time played 130'01"
61% - 43'58"
39% - 28'28"

Actual formation

Direction of play --> <-- Direction of play

---

Romero 1
Garay 2
Zabaleta 4
Gago 5
Di Maria 7
Higuain 9
Messi 10
Mascherano 14
Rojo 16
F. Fernandez 17
Lavezzi 22
Biglia 6
Palacio 18
Basanta 23
Benaglio 1
Lichtsteiner 2
Inler 8
Xhaka 10
Behrami 11
Rodriguez 13
Mehmedi 18
Drmic 19
Schaer 20
Djourou 22
Shaqiri 23
Sefirovic 9
Dzemaili 15
Fernandez 16